
Dell’s Exclusive Supplier of 
Removable Drive Enclosures

For over 10 years, Dell has trusted CRU to supply its removable drive offerings for workstations, 

desktops, and laptops. Dell continues to trust in CRU to create and deliver innovative removable 

solutions. CRU is the sole supplier of removable drives to Dell, and for over 20 years, CRU drives 

have been the standard for government agencies and others who need to efficiently, safely, and 

securely transport data.

CHOOSE REMOVABLE DRIVES

Removable drives are the fastest and most cost-efficient way to transport volumes of data since 

shipping hard drives is still faster than delivering over the internet. Removable drives are also ideal 

for securing data since they're easy to take out of a computer and store in a safe location.

CRU’s rugged removable drives, which
are rated for tens of thousands of

insertions, offer a proven way to move
data to where it’s needed.

Removable drives make it easy to share
large datasets amongst workgroups or

around the world.
Computer downtime is decreased when

removable drives are used because a
failed drive can be replaced in seconds.

Whether managing data growth or
keeping projects separated, removable
drives are an efficient way to address
ever-increasing storage requirements. Storing removable drives in a secure place is

a simple way to manage confidential data.

It’s faster to send data via courier or
sneakernet than over the internet

or networks.
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For more information, 
visit the CRU web site. 

cru-inc.com 
sales@cru-inc.com

DATAPORT DP27
• Removable drive for slimline DVD bays (9.5mm bay)
• Able to house new 7mm low profile HDD/SSD 
• 50k insertion interconnect
• Designed for workstations, AIO and SFF PCs and laptops

DATAPORT DP10
• Removable drive for any 5.25-inch peripheral bay
• Houses 2.5" or 3.5" HDDs/SSDs 
• 30k insertion interconnect

DATA EXPRESS QX310 v2
• PCIe removable drive for any 5.25-inch or 3.5-inch peripheral bay
• Houses PCIe SSDs
• 5k insertion interconnect
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DELL ORDER 
READY # PRODUCT MEDIA BAY

SI 4993B5 DP10 2.5” or 3.5” drive 5.25” bay

SI 4993BC DP27 (button) 2.5” SSD 9.5mm optical bay

SI 4993BD DP27 (key) 2.5” SSD 9.5mm optical bay

Coming soon! QX310 PCIe SSD 5.25” or 3.5” bay


